
I N S T R U C T I O N S
For 2 or more Players or Teams. Ages 13 and up

Contents:
150 game cards and 1 Instructions sheet

Objective:
To avoid becoming a casualty, you must answer multiple questions
correctly and collect three different weapon cards.  

Set Up: 
Place the question card deck (answer-side-down) within reach of all
players. The player who is voted most likely to die first in a horror
movie answers the first question. Any other player may be the
question-reader to start the game.

Playing the Game
When all players are ready, the reader draws the top card and reads
the first question aloud. The player/ team in play gets one guess to
answer correctly. If the answer is incorrect, the turn is over, and the
the game continues with the next player/ team and a new card.
Should the player/ team answer correctly, the reader then asks the
second question on the card. Again, an incorrect answer results in
the turn being over. Should the player/ team answer BOTH 
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY,they win that question card. 
The game then continues to the next player/ team on the left.

NOTE: Each question card has a weapon symbol in the top right corner:

Winning the Game
The game continues until one player/team has collected 3 DIFFERENT 
weapon cards. That player/team has survived to star in the sequel. 
Congratulations! Everyone else has now suffered a horrific fate by the hand of evil.
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Special Thanks to Heather and David Luzzi for being psychotic enough to write the questions

MACHETE:   AXE:   CHAINSAW:   CRUCIFIX/CROSS:   CROSSBOW:  


